and leave behind a trail of cytoplasmic fragments as they move. Deadhesion/tail retraction may limit moveIntroduction ment rate in such cells. In weakly adhesive, fast moving Most animal cell types possess the capacity to move cells such as amoebae and white blood cells, the tail is over or through a substrate, and cell locomotion plays more rounded and this step is more efficient. Adhesion a key role in both normal physiology and disease. Certain and its reversal are a major focus of the accompanying cell types are specialized for locomotion, e.g., neutroreview by Lauffenburger and Horwitz (1996 [this issue of phils and free living amoebae. In many tissue cells, the Cell]), and tail retraction has been discussed elsewhere capacity for locomotion is normally repressed, but can (Grebecki, 1994). In this review, we will focus on the be activated by wounding or oncogenic transformation. different structures and potential mechanisms of force The mechanism of amoeboid (or crawling, or gliding) generation for protrusion, other leading edge motility, cell motility has been the subject of scientific scrutiny and traction. We will then discuss the relative contribusince the advent of optical microscopy, and many modtion of each type of motile force to locomotion of the els have been discussed (for the most recent comprewhole cell. hensive review, see Grebecki, 1994). It is now widely accepted that the basic engine for gliding or crawling Actin in Protrusive Structures locomotion is the actin cytoskeleton. An alternative Protrusive structures at the leading edge of motile cells view, that directed lipid flow generates force, has been are highly dynamic and contain dense arrays of actin extensively considered, and rejected, in several recent filaments. In general, where it has been possible to reviews and we will not discuss it here (e.g., Grebecki, study, these filaments are organized with their barbed 1994). We will also avoid microtubules, despite their ends (fast growing, or plus ends) oriented preferentially in the direction of protrusion (Small, 1988 Figure  cell types, lamellipodia are punctuated at intervals by 1, for a single cell moving over a two-dimensional subrib-like microspikes that resemble short filopodia. The strate. Forward motility of the membrane at the front of orthogonal filaments gather into a tight bundle in mithe cell is called protrusion. It has been intensively studcropikes. Amoeboid cells tend to protrude using thicker ied over the past few years and is probably the aspect processes termed pseudopods. The organization of acof locomotion for which we are closest to uncovering tin in pseudopods has been difficult to study owing the molecular basis of force generation. Adhesion is to problems with maintaining their organization during required for protrusion to be converted into movement fixation. Their cortex is thought to be dominated by a along the substrate. The process leading to forward cross-linked mesh of actin filaments with a less polarmovement of the nucleus and cell body we have termed ized organization (Cox et al., 1995) that may be similar traction. This is arguably the most important type of to the organization seen in thicker lamellipodia of certain motility for generating overall locomotion, and also the types of growth cones (Lewis and Bridgman, 1992). least well understood in either mechanical or molecular However, filaments with their barbed ends forward are terms. The last step in locomotion is comprised of two present in protrusive regions of both these cell types, mechanistically distinct processes: deadhesion and tail predominantly on the ventral surface of growth cones retraction. Whether this step is actively motile depends (Lewis and Bridgman, 1992), and as far as we can deteron the cell type. Neuronal growth cones lack tail retracmine from the data presented, in thin tips protruding along the ventral surface of amoeba (Cox et al., 1995) . tion, instead spinning out an axon as they move, but
force is generated remain controversial. New actin polymer must be generated in one of two ways: by elongation of existing filaments, or by nucleation of new filaments . UnIn all the structures described above, protrusion of fortunately, although recent discoveries have been the membrane is tightly coupled to polymerization of made in motile cells on the signaling molecule control actin filaments at the leading edge. However, the exact of actin polymerization (Ridley, 1995), it is not yet known mechanism of actin polymerization and how protrusive whether elongation or nucleation factors are targets for regulation. In the prototypic case of thyone sperm acrosomal process protrusion, Tilney and Inoue (1982) argued that filaments are generated exclusively by elongation of existing barbed ends, originally templated by a stable filament bundle embedded in the sperm nucleus. This results in a bundle of very long actin filaments. In more typical protrusive structures, it has been difficult to measure filament length, but some generalizations can be made. In filopodia, actin filaments are thought to be long, perhaps as long as the filopodium, implying a predominantly elongation mechanism. In lamellipodia of fish keratocytes, Small et al. (1995) have argued that actin filaments may extend the whole length of the lamellipodia, again arguing for a predominance of elongation. However, their methods might have preferentially extracted shorter filaments. Kinetic analysis using fluorescence photoactivation in the same cells suggested that actin filaments turn over very rapidly (Theriot and Mitchison, 1991). This data was interpreted as indicating the presence of a population of short filaments, requiring frequent nucleation. However, this interpretation made assumptions about filament turnover mechanism, and other explanations for the rapid decay in fluorescence signal have been suggested (Small, 1994 ). The issue is An exciting new direction in research on protrusion has come from studying the intracellular propulsion of certain bacterial and viral pathogens by an actin "comet tail" mechanism that resembles aspects of protrusion at the front of motile cells Cudmore et al., 1995; Theriot, 1995 
Generation of Traction Force Sideways movement may be important in growth cone
Many models have been postulated for generation of guidance, allowing the same filopodium to move around traction force, but we will concentrate on two possibilita growth cone as it samples the environment (Bray and ies that propose roles for myosin II in force generation.
Chapman, 1985). Small (1994) has pointed out a geometOne reason for focusing on this molecule is its abunric relationship between orientation of actin filaments dance in the cell body of motile cells (Huxley, 1973); in protruding lamellipodia and sideways movements of another is its proven importance in locomotion. Much their elongating barbed ends. This idea fits with the attention was paid to the observation that genetic ablagraded radial extension models of keratocyte movement tion of myosin II in Dictyostelium did not completely (Lee et al., 1993), but it cannot explain rapid sideways block cell locomotion or chemotaxis (De Lozanne and movements of microspikes in lamellipodia that are proSpudich, 1987; Knecht and Loomis, 1987). Since myosin truding slowly with respect to sideways movements
II is not involved in protrusion, a block to this type of (Fisher et al., 1988) . The mechanism of this movement is motility would not be expected. Less celebrated is the enigmatic: we might speculate a role for motors moving observation that the net rate of locomotion (reflecting along actin filaments that are arranged at an angle to traction) was greatly reduced in myosin II nulls, and in the direction of protrusion and thus generate a force the physiological setting of the slug stage, the nulls are component normal to the protrusive direction.
completely blocked in locomotion (Doolittle et al., 1995). That this is direct evidence for myosin II generating Actin in the Cell Body traction force is supported by the reduced locomotion Once we move back from the leading edge to the cell of the nulls on more adhesive substrates (Jay et al., body, actin organization is less well understood. We 1995). define the cell body as the thickest region of cytoplasm How does myosin II generate traction force? Two funcontaining the nucleus together with a region of intermedamentally distinct mechanisms are conceivable, based diate thickness (often called the lamella) found between either on contraction or transport. The difference conthe nucleus and protrusive structures. As with protrusive cerns the source of polarity that makes the cell move structures, organization and polarity of actin filaments forward. In contractile models ( Figure 6A ), force is generin the cell body has important implications for mechaated as tension, which has equal components pulling nisms of force generation. We know from electron mithe cell forward and backward. Net locomotion occurs croscopy of lamellae of motile animal cells that cortical by superimposing either polarized adhesion, stronger at actin (subplasmalemma) appears as a loose meshwork the front relative to the back, and/or polarized assembly/ of apparently short, randomly organized filaments. Fluodisassembly of the cortex. A related contractile model is rescent studies show that cell bodies of motile animal based on polarized cortical contraction/relaxation (Bray cells also have bundles of actin filaments, but unlike the and White, 1988). Transport models postulate that myobundles in lamellipodia, their organization and polarity sin generates force in an inherently polarized manner, are generally not known. It is known that bundles of acting directly to pull the cell forward ( Figure 6B ). Transactin filaments are commonly homopolar in plant cells port models, in contrast with contraction models, rewhere they provide the substrate for myosin-driven cyquire a net polarity in actin filaments that are attached toplasmic streaming (Kuroda, 1990) . Also neuronal to the substrate, which act as tracks over which the rest growth cones have long homopolar actin filament bunof the cell is pulled. Polarized adhesion and assembly dles with barbed ends primarily in the direction of protrumay also be needed for locomotion, but they are no sion, but it is not clear whether this organization extends longer the primary source of polarity. into the cell body of the growth cone (Lewis and BridgContraction-driven motility was one of the earliest man, 1992). Actin filament bundles in cell bodies of motypes of force proposed for amoeba locomotion and tile animal cells are almost always loosely termed "stress fibers" in the literature.
has been debated since early last century (see Bray and to test traction models. Analyzing the role of specific Fast moving cells such as keratocytes and leucocytes motors is another important challenge for the future. To can locomote 10-60 times faster than a typical primary do this, we will need, in addition to genetic approaches, fibroblast and are 3-20 times less adhesive (Oliver et better pharmacological tools if we hope to study motors al., 1994). Thus, the cell bodies of keratocytes and leucoin a variety of cell types. It may turn out that some of cytes impose little drag force during cell protrusion. In the mechanisms set up as alternatives in this review in these cells, force from cell protrusion may be sufficient fact turn out to be both true, to an extent that varies to move the entire cell forward, provided the lamellipodia with cell type. Applying what we have learned from cells makes adhesive contact with the substrate. Protrusion locomoting on a two-dimensional substrate to those at the leading edge would generate membrane tension moving through a three-dimensional matrix is another that could pull the back of the cell forward. Estimated important direction. The whole issue of regulation that protrusive force from rates of actin polymerization can we have barely touched on will have to be integrated account for measured locomotory force in these cells with force-generating mechanisms to understand how . However, a contractile force normal locomotion is directed. Overall, we foresee the basic to the direction of locomotion has also been observed mechanisms of cell locomotion being solved, perhaps in keratocytes , and this could also in this century. Using this information to manipulate locontribute to forward locomotion. Nematode sperm, ancomotion for therapeutic benefit appears to be a more other fast moving, weakly adhesive cell type, may also daunting task. It is, however, one well worth pursuing move by protrusion alone, in this case driven by MSP given the importance of locomotion in many aspects of polymerization. No other potential sources of motile physiology. force are known in these cells (Roberts and Stewart, 1995 
